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Here’s to one of our strongest
line-ups ever.
“Wishfart”, our 6+ comedy is delivering and we’ve had a great response to it so far. This series is funny.
It has a freshness, an honesty, a quirkiness, and a great heart. Creators John Hazlett, Lienne Sawatsky
and Dan Williams have come up with a winner.
In pre-school, we’ve got the new series “Circle Square”, which celebrates community and the people you
know that live around you. Some neighbours are quirky, some delightful and some a little cranky, but together
they make up the world around you and the world you know and love. It’s created by the Brothers McLeod with
Spider Eye and Kavaleer producing it for CBEEBIES along with some other broadcasters.
In our belief, kids thirst knowledge AND entertainment so we’ve got the new series “Where in the World?”.
It profiles kids around the world and shows that even when kids live completely differently, kids and people are all
the same. It’s a great series and one filled with kindness. It was created by Evans Woolfe Media for CBEEBIES.
“The Feature Creature” is another factual entertainment series for the 5+ demographic. It marries comedy and
facts about different creatures in our world. Produced in stunning CGI, the series is VR compatible to give our
little viewers a completely immersive experience. It’s pretty cool.
We are proud to carry “Awesome Magical Tales”, a fun 5-9 comedy series which takes place in the fairly tale
realm.
And finally do take note that S2 of “Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave” and S3 of “Big Block SingSong” are here.
These hits are back for one more season.
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NEW FOR BEJUBA!
AVAILABLE NOW

WishFart
WishFart: What could go wrong?
Dez, an optimistic but rookie leprechaun, has crazy misadventures as
he and his friends, a ghost girl named Akiko and a puffin named Puffin,
scramble to undo the consequences of wishes he’s granted that have
gone fantastically wrong.
Dez, an impulsive fifteen year-old, is a new generation of leprechaun.
He doesn’t want to listen to his reclusive stuck-in-the-old-ways parents,
or hide under a bridge at the end of a rainbow like Uncle Phil. He wants
to hang out with his friends, and grant wishes because it’s a totally boss
thing to do.
The catch is that Dez is still learning how to wield his powers,
so often the wishes he grants have a way of going sideways, getting
out of control, spazzing in extraordinarily random directions, and tearing
apart the fabric of the multiverse. So if Dez wants his freedom (and to
actually have somewhere left to call home), he has to keep saving the
world from the havoc he wreaks, and do damage control for the
chaotically improbable.
• AVAILABLE NOW
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• 6-12 • Comedy • 20 x half hour / 40 x 11 min. • Created by John Hazlett, Lienne Sawatsky, and
Dan Williams. • A Wishfart Productions Inc, with Shaw Rocket Fund and CMF for Corus Entertainment

NEW FOR BEJUBA!

Where In the World?

NEW!
AVAILABLE NOW!

Where in the World?” celebrates the
lives of 8 young children living in 8
different countries around the world.
They are Ghana, Peru, Italy, Vietnam, Russia, Jordan,
Canada and India. Each 15 minute program offers the
audience a unique insight into the innocence and magic of
childhood across the planet.
The series captures the excitement of growing up and
reveals that although kids live in different countries, speak
different languages and have different customs, the discoveries, thrills and challenges of childhood are universal.
• AVAILABLE NOW

• 20 x 15 minutes • Live Action • Upper Pre-School /5-9 • An Evans Woolfe Media Production for CBEEBIES
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NEW FOR BEJUBA!
AVAILABLE NOW!

Awesome Magical Tales
IT’S TOUGH TO BE A TEENAGER!
School. Family. Social life. Social networks. It’s a lot of pressure,
especially if you’re expected to follow in your parents’ footsteps
and become, say, a doctor or a lawyer or a giant or a… Hey, wait
a minute. A giant?! Yes. A giant. Or worse, a Tooth Fairy. Now
that’s pressure.
So imagine if your parents were iconic fairytale characters with
celebrity status who can cast amazing spells, fly on tiny fairy
wings or take out an entire village with a single stomp of their big
toe? Wouldn’t that make your teen life even harder?
Yup. Especially if you’re like Jeremiah, Trafalgar and Fury and
you’ve got your own ideas about what’s important in life!
Fairytale Estates is a fantastical world where people live in shoes
and gingerbread houses. Despite the enchanted setting Jeremiah, Trafalgar and Fury have typical teen dramas with their family,
friends and school,only with a fairytale twist!
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• Comedy • 6-9 • 52 x 11 minutes/26 x half hours • An Anima Estudios, SLR Productions PTY,
HomePlate, Telegael Production • Produced for Channel 7 Australia and ABC Australia * Sold to HBO
Asia, Hub USA, RTV Spain, Noga Israel

NEW FOR BEJUBA!

The Feature Creature

LOOKING FOR
PARTNERS,
PRE-SALES

Each episode will take the viewer on an exciting
and comedic journey to meet an extraordinary
creature in its natural environment, finding out
bizarre and amusing facts along the way.
From Dinosaurs to Octopuses, Platypus’s to Pereneciums,
amazing creatures from the distant past to the present day will
star in “The Feature Creature.”
Episodes will feature a stylised caricature of the creature in
question, often introduced in terms of a more relatable creature. For instance, to demonstrate the link between dinosaurs
and birds, for our Tyrannosaur (pictured here) (yes.. they had
feathers!!) we’ll first meet a chicken. Facts will be accurate and
interesting and the humour irreverent and self-referential.
Each episode will be accompanied by an awesome VR experience, allowing the viewer to literally take a ring side seat inside
the episode, and don’t worry, if you find facing down a twelve
meter T-rex a little too intense, you can shrink the world down
until it’s the size of a mouse!!

• 52 x 2:30 • CGI /VR • Looking for Pre-sales • A Fandango Production & A Jamba Entertainment Co-Production
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NEW FOR BEJUBA!

Circle Square
Circle Square is a pre-school animation
comedy about a community of friends
and neighbours.
They live in a circle of houses on a little island.
Vanessa the Dragon is the lynchpin in the
neighbourhood, always forging connections between
her neighbours, and encouraging them to help each
other out. Each episode starts with the anticipation of
finding out which house we’re going to stop at today.
Stories emotionally reflect the everyday experience of
children and families. Circle Square is a reflection of our
own society, but painted with the imagination of a child.
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• Preschool 4- 6 • 2D * 40 x 7 minutes • A Brothers McLeod, Spider Eye,
Kavaleer Production • Commissioned by CBEEBIES

NEW!

PRE-SCHOOL

Ruff-Ruff, Tweet & Dave

SEASON 2
AVAILABLE NOW!

(SEASON 1&2)

Choices and Fantastic Adventures Await!
Ruff-Ruff is a puppy who’s always running around sniffing out fun
things to do. Tweet is a fluffy yellow bird who loves to sing and
Dave is a quirky, inventive blue panda. Together, with Hatty the
Hamster, who arrives in his Spin-Again spinning craft, they go on
fun-filled adventures in fantastical lands, where they play games
and make exciting discoveries!
Ruff-Ruff, Tweet & Dave is a show about choices. For as well as
being our lead characters, Ruff-Ruff, Tweet and Dave also act as
the 3 possible answers to a series of multiple choice games and
questions within the adventure that help our trio decide what to
do or how to understand the world around them.
Hatty and his magical hat ask all the questions. And as each
character champions a different choice, Hatty asks the audience to
pick ‘who’ has the right answer. So, no matter what the question
is, the answer our viewers at home are called upon to shout out, is
always either, Ruff-Ruff, Tweet or Dave.
• Ratings Winner on Sprout
• Christmas Special Available!
• CGI • S1 & S2 - 52 x half hours/104 x 11 minutes * S2 delivering now • Comedy/Adventure • Multiple Choice
• A Collingwood and Co., Sparky and Bejuba! Production • Sold to: CBEEBIES, SPROUT, Canal + France,
YLE Finland, Knowledge Network/BBC Kids, BBCWW
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PRE-SCHOOL

Big Block SingSong
BIG BLOCK SINGSONG is a captivating
music video series.
Every BIG BLOCK SINGSONG features a unique box
character that sings its very own song. From a pop song
about noses to a hip-hop jam about peekaboo, from a
handclapper about being a slug, to a disco anthem about
magic, each BIG BLOCK song offers up quirky lyrics,
loveable wit and a catchy tune.
The result is a funny, attention-grabbing and
immensely re-watchable series for young viewers with a
myriad of characters and a medley of memorable songs!
• YMA Nomination Award of Excellence for Best Television
Program, Interstitial, all age category
• Finalist Kid’s Jury Awards MIPJUNIOR 2012
• Ottawa International Animation Festival
• New York International Children’s Film Festival
• Chicago International Children’s Film Festival
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• Pre-school/bridge animation • 69 x 2 minutes • A Goddard/Brown Production for
CBC Canada • Sold to CBC and Canal + France and TeleQuebec, Nick JR UK, Disney JR
(US, Australia, Spain, Japan), Discovery Latin America

SEASON 3
AVAILABLE NOW!

PRE-SCHOOL

NEW!
AVAILABLE NOW!

Tutu
Adventurous, funny and very curious!
Meet Tutu, a small kangaroo who loves playing and
exploring the world with his friends Rafa, a roller-skating giraffe,
Nina, a lively and funny flea, and Linda, a sheep. Everyday they
use their imagination to solve a problem that crops up in their
world. Fante, a gentleman British elephant, and Tupa, a grumpy
but loving mole granny, are often on call to help save the day!
What is the echo? How does Tupa make her delicious
cookies? Why do trees lose their leaves? Tutu always wants
to learn new stuff, he is always wondering, nosing around,
observing and looking for new adventures. He loves surprises
and mysteries drive him mad, because a good surprise or a
good mystery always means adventures and fun, and Tutu
loves nothing more than playing and having fun.

• Tutu Pre-school • CGI • 52x 7 minutes • A Ficcion Production , co-produced with Clan TVE Spain
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PRE-SCHOOL

Olly the Little White Van

NEW!
AVAILABLE NOW!

Olly the Little White Van is a stunning pre-school
animated series that follows Olly, an adorable,
big-hearted and cheeky little white van.
Olly (voiced by Justin Fletcher), has the energy and enthusiasm of
a Labrador puppy and together with his driver, Stan, always finds
a way to help someone out while having lots of fun along the way.
Olly has lots of friends with very different kinds of characters. From
Bazza – Olly’s pesky sidekick – to the slow and steady Jethro the
tractor, everyone plays an important role in the lively community.
Olly and all his friends are happy driving around on their own or
with their drivers! Olly has his ups and downs in a way that children
can relate, to but essentially he has a sunny, smiley personality. Olly
loves to help.
The heart of the show is about inspiring and empowering children,
to lend a helping hand where they can to be considerate to others.
• Over half a billion views on YouTube
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• Pre-school • CGI • 65 x 5 minutes available now • 13 additional episodes in production • An Ideas at Work Production • Milkshake (UK),
Cartoonito, Amazon UK Copyright Olly Ltd 2011 • Created by Henry Becket Directed by Dave Garbett Co-produced with Daniel Slight

PRE-SCHOOL

Origanimals

AVAILABLE NOW

Origanimals To The Rescue!
Meet the “Awesome 4” or “A4” as everyone knows them.
They are the greatest wildlife rescue team in the world.
Whether you’re lost, feeling blue, stuck in the mud, or feeling
helpless about something - Call the A4! They will get you
back on the mend and feeling fine!
This unique animated series follows the adventures of four
lovable young Origanimals: Ryan Rhino, Fiona Fox, Zoe
Zebra and Khye Koala as they save little animals around the
world who need help. We also get to learn more
about the animals they’re helping. A true gem!!

• CGI • 26 x half hours / 52 x 11 min. • A Giggle Garage Sdn Bhd Production • Delivered
• Sold to ZooMoo Asia and Latin America, RTP Portugal, Gloob Brazil, Bein Jr, TV3 Ireland, TalkTalk
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PRE-SCHOOL
AVAILABLE NOW

The Hive

(SEASON 1&2)

Beee-lieve it! They’re here!!!
BuzzBee and his family, live together in Honeybee Hive. Pappa
Bee, Mamma Bee, Buzzbee and Rubee are really just like any other
family, except they are tiny, stripy and buzz around in the sky!
“The Hive” is about the everyday things that concern little children
such as playing, being friendly, spending time with your family and
finding out all about the world and how it works. And thanks to the
Bee family’s many friends, neighbours and relations, including Miss
Ladybird, Katypillar, Jasper the Wasp and Queen Bee, The Hive is
always bustling with fun, adventure and lots of exciting things to
see and do.
Half Hour Christmas, Halloween, and Summer Special Available!
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• CGI • S1 & S2 - 52 x half hours/156 x 7 minutes • S2 - 26 x half hours (69 x 7 minutes and 3 x half hour specials) • S1 - 26
x half hours (78 x 7 minutes) * 15 music videos * S2 delivering now • A Hive Enterprises Series 2 Ltd. Production in Association
with Lupus Films, Monumental Productions, DQ Entertainment and Bejuba! • Pre-sold to Disney EMEA, Middle East, ABC Australia, RAI Italy , ZooMoo, TSR, Netflix,

PRE-SCHOOL

Toot the Tiny Tugboat

AVAILABLE NOW!

Life on the high seas is a whirl of
fun and adventure when you’re a
little boat with big ideas.
An eager and energetic tug in his first year of service, Toot works
and plays with his ocean-going friends in the busy Harbour, a
thriving coastal port which serves its community. With his
rallying cry, “Heave ho! Let’s Go!”, Toot shows children that they
are capable of big things no matter how small they are.

• A ratings Winner on Milkshake Channel 5 UK!

• 2D • Pre-school • 26 x half hour/ 52 x 11 minutes • A Toot Enterprises Production for Channel 5 and S4C. In Association with Lupus
Films, Cloth Cat Animation and Boom Kids. Supported by the MEDIA Fund, the S4C Co-Production Fund, the S4C Digital Fund, and the
Welsh Government • Sold to S4C, C5 Milkshake, Cartoonito • S2 in Development • Available Now
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PRE-SCHOOL

Bonny Banana & Mo
These delightful shorts feature Bonny,
Banana - her dog, and Mo - the bird.
Each story is funny, engaging and surprising. Bonny
and her friends see the magic and wonder in life, as
they discover new things and the world about them.
These dialogue-free stories were originally commissioned
by the BBC for the CBeebies’ pre-school series “Tikkabilla”.
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• Live Action/2D Animation• Pre-School• 40 X 2 minutes• commissioned by City TV Saskatchewan and TVO
• Quizzine Productions 1 Inc. In Association with Cheshire Smile Animation Inc., Image In and Bejuba! Entertainment
• French format was licensed by Canal Plus France and produced by Canal + and Image In

AVAILABLE NOW

PRE-SCHOOL

Quizzine

SEASON 3
IN DEVELOPMENT

Play along and guess with Quizzine! A series
where fun clues are given to kids to describe
a fruit or vegetable, until they can figure out
what it is.
When the answer is revealed, a fun easy snack is shown which kids
can create and enjoy with their parents. The Quizzine Web Site will
feature the fruit or the vegetable with fun recipes along with games
and quizzes. Quizzine inspires children to explore culinary
diversity, discover new foods and create an appetite for healthy
and fun eating through laughter and appetizing imagery.
It’s a quiz on the cuisine!

• Live Action/2D Animation• Pre-School• 40 X 2 minutes• commissioned by City TV Saskatchewan and TVO
• Quizzine Productions 1 Inc. In Association with Cheshire Smile Animation Inc., Image In and Bejuba! Entertainment
• French format was licensed by Canal Plus France and produced by Canal + and Image In
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PRE-SCHOOL

Journey to the West
A Timeless Tale
For the first time ever, the timeless tale of the Monkey King has
been tailored for a preschool audience. Fantasy, comedy, and
drama are woven together to bring this 16th century Eastern
classic “Journey to the West” - the tales of the Monkey King
alive!
The series tells the story of the mischievous Monkey King, Tang
Seng and their travel companions as they journey to the West
and face their 81 challenges.
Told in a charming and fun way, this series is sure to delight.
The first time ever that The Monkey King is told as a pre-school
series.
• Multi-Award Winner in China
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• CGI • 52 x 11 minutes/26 x half hours • Heshan Film Ltd., Yellow Mountain Studios,
Jin Ding Animation Studio, LLC • CCTV Kids, Toonmax Channel, HaHa TV other Chinese broadcasters

AVAILABLE NOW

5-11 YEARS OLD
IN DEVELOPMENT

Cool School - Stupendous Drew Pendous
THE STUPENDOUS DREW PENDOUS
AND HIS MIGHTY PEN ULTIMATE
Stupendous Drew has already had
53 million views!
This 5-9 animated action hero series that came to Cool
School a year ago already has a massive following. Kids are
crazy for Drew, his sidekick Finn, the Goldfish and his arch
nemesis Ray. Drew is a quick-thinking kid who uses
his artistic ability to draw an unlimited array of really cool
gadgets to save the day or at least scare the monsters from
under his brother’s bed. The series is being developed as a
half hour format with 52 x 11 minuters.   
The proof is in the pudding. These shows are hits
because the kids keep coming back for more. They’re
commenting on episodes, sending in pictures, and having
birthday themed parties.

•26 episodes now/ 26 x half hours/ 52 x 11 min in development.
• Driver Digital Studios • YouTube
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5-11 YEARS OLD

Cool School
Cool School is a YouTube
channel with more than
half a BILLION views!
This channel is thrilling its pre-school and
5+ viewers with hits like, “Arts & Crafts with
Crafty Carol”, and “Story Time with Ms.
Booksy”. Super hero animated series,
“The Stupendous Drew Pendous and His
Mighty Pen Ultimate” is also bringing kids
back every week with new episodes.
These shows are now available for
license for regular television, VOD and
as formats. The producers are
redeveloping the shows into a half
hour pre-school series
and are looking for partners.   
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• 2D animation or live-action combo • 86 Crafty Carol videos
• 78 Ms. Booksy videos • DriverDigital Studios *YouTube

AVAILABLE NOW!

6 - 12 YEARS OLD

Bug Bites

THE DINOSAURS
OF TODAY!

Where Bill Nye & Sponge Bob shake hands, you’ll find scientist
Adam Lazarus and Gilbert the Roach, conducting experiments
so engrossing, kids won’t realize they’re getting smarter. Bug
Bites is the smart show you turn on to tune out! But as we meet
tiny tricksters, prissy parasites, and that thing that lives under
your bathtub, we learn a thing or two about bugs, conservation
and fairness. Using lovable characters, pop culture, and vetted
science, Bug Bites turns the grass beneath our feet into a world
that is almost beyond imagination.

Hey, Kids! Try this at home.

• Live-Action/Animation • Factual Entertainment • 52 x 11 minutes/26 x half hours or Several
Interstitials/Shorts • A Putnam Stern Production • PBS and public television stations across USA.
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6 - 12 YEARS OLD
AVAILABLE NOW!

Buzz Bumble
A crack brained bee and his motley theatre
troupe want to create the best performances ever. But the best drama and comedy
take place behind the scenes, underneath
and off the stage!
Buzz Bumble follows the misadventures of an enthusiastic
performing bee named Buzz Bumble, Joe Blow - his best buddy
blowfly, and his troupe of bug actors as they attempt to perform
a comedy musical variety show. Set in a cardboard box theatre,
there’s as much drama backstage as onstage as the troupe does
whatever it takes to get the show on. And whatever was in the
script just goes out the window and down the street. These bugs
are totally winging it and the audience is bugging out!
Cunningly concealed behind edgy, irreverent comedy, musical
disasters and slapstick are real world issues that are important to
kids. Things like self-confidence, acceptance, sharing and team
work are stealthily integrated into 52 madcap adventures that kids
love.

• Finalist for the Screen Producers Australia Awards
for Best Children’s Television Programme.
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• 2D Animation • 26 x half hours / 52 x 11 min. • Comedy • A Blue Rocket, Criya Productions
Co-Production in Association with Bejuba! • Channel 9 Australia, TVNZ, Pop UK and Zoom Israel.

6 - 12 YEARS OLD
NOW AVAILABLE

IN DEVELOPMENT

The Side Show Christmas

The Side Show Halloween

A Spectacular Christmas Special!

A Spooky Halloween Treat!

As Christmas approaches, JASON SHANKS watches his
father’s side show failing. Desperate, SANDWELL turns
SANTA CLAUSE into the hypnotized, headline star of his
sensational new show. To save Christmas, Jason must get
Santa back in his sleigh, reconcile with Dad, and revolutionize
the Most Unbelievable Show on Earth.

As Christmas approaches, JASON SHANKS watches his
father’s side show failing. Desperate, SANDWELL turns
SANTA CLAUSE into the hypnotized headline star of his
sensational new show. Jason must get Santa’s deliveries on
track, reconcile with Dad, and revolutionize the Most
Unbelievable Show on Earth, to save Christmas.

• 2D Animation • 1 x 48 min. • Comedy
Special • A Cheshire Smile Animation Production
in association with Teletoon Canada

• 2D Animation • 1 x 48 min. • Comedy
Special • A Cheshire Smile Animation
Production in developent with Teletoon Canada
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6 - 12 YEARS OLD
AVAILABLE NOW

Ricky Sprocket Showbiz Boy
An average kid with a not so average
lifestyle. Try being the world’s most
famous kid actor!
This series chronicles the adventures of superstar child
actor Ricky Sprocket as he tries to balance family, friends and
school with the pressures of his crazy showbiz life. He may live
in a Hollywood mansion and have throngs of adoring fans but his
sister drives him crazy and he still has
to take out the garbage.
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• Flash Animation • 26 x half hours / 52 x 11 min. • Comedy • A production
of Studio B Productions and Snowden Fine, in association with Bejuba! Entertainment
• Sales include TELETOON Canada Nicktoons USA, Nickelodeon Worldwide, and France Television

6 - 12 YEARS OLD
AVAILABLE NOW

The Amazing Adrenalini Brothers!
Adi, Xan Enk! Look out. Here comes trouble.
This series follows the antics of three daredevil brothers
who live for action and excitement. Leaving behind their
little-known homeland of Rendoosia (where danger is a
way of life) the Adrenalini’s are on a mission to amaze
people the world over with their mind-boggling feats;
which are spectacular in the extreme, but never turn out
quite as expected!
• BAFTA Best Animation Series Nominee 2012
• BAFTA AWARD WINNER - Best Children’s Series
• PULCINELLA AWARD WINNER - Best Series All Ages

• Flash Animation • 26 x half hours / 78 x 7 min. (Shorts - 10 x 2:30 min.) • Action/Comedy
• All ages • A Pesky/Studio B Co-Production in association with Bejuba! Entertainment
• Sold to ITV, ABC Australia, YTV Canada, Cartoon Network Europe, UK and Asia • Shorts sold to Spindo
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6 - 12 YEARS OLD
AVAILABLE NOW

Jibber Jabber
Never underestimate the power of two,
and never underestimate the power of
two little boys.
Meet JIBBER and JABBER, two seven-year-old fraternal twin
brothers with inexhaustible imaginations
and only one thing on their two minds: ACTION AND
ADVENTURE. Jibber and Jabber share the same
imaginative point of view when they’re playing. The
audience’s point of view moves back and forth between the
boys’ imagination and the real situation as it unfolds in their
house and backyard as witnessed by their older sister Jessica
and pet dog Jelly Roll.
• 2009 Gemini Award WINNER, 5 Gemini Nominations
• 2 Time 2009 IFFF Award WINNER
• 2009 Pulcinella Award Nominee
• 4 Time 2008 LEO AWARD WINNER
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• CGI • 13 x half hours / 26 x 11 min. • Action/Comedy • A YTV Original
Series, Northwest Imaging & FX, and Jibber Jabber Toons Ltd. Production
• Sold to KIKA, ABC Australia, Canal J, TRT Turkey,

6 - 12 YEARS OLD
AVAILABLE NOW

Bun & Bunee
Meet Bun & Bunee, a crazy series
of shorts with over the top bunee
creatures!
These two brothers don’t always see eye to eye, and mischief is
their game. They’re funny irreverent, and lovable. Together with
their many quirky friends they have loads of fun and are always
getting themselves in and out of trouble on their wacky wild
adventures!

• A Mipcom Jr. 2009 Kid’s Choice Award Finalist
• 2011 Kidscreen awards Nominee

• CGI • 52 x 1 min. • Comedy • Dialogue Free • A Luma Production
• Sold to SABC3, Disney XD Latin America, Disney Japan, Minika Turkey
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TRANSMEDIA
AVAILABLE NOW

Zooville
Did you know that the zoo is
actually in your backyard?
A fun kid’s nature series that explores the
fascinating world of animalsliving in cities and suburbs
around the globe. It’s a fast-paced,
educational, “Huh, I didn’t know that” kind of show.
The long form version is hosted.
The 5 minute version offers a host-free
live-action/animated combination
NEWS!!! An enormous website accompanies the series
to entice kids to learn more, and game too!

Zooville : it’s gonna be wild!
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• Live Action/Flash Animation • 104 x 15 min. / 52 x 5 min. • In HD • Edu-tainment
• A Zooville Inc. Production • Currently showing on Radio Canada
• Sold to SRC, TVO, TV5, Discovery Asia, CN Italy

TRANSMEDIA
AVAILABLE NOW

Fizzy’s Lunch Lab
EMMY AWARD NOMINATED PBS WEBISODE
AND ONLINE SENSATION!
Join Professor Fizzy and friends in the super-charged Lunch
Lab Test Kitchen as they prepare healthy snacks, investigate the
difference between good and bad food, and learn what happens
once the food you eat goes into your body.
Through animated webisodes, interactive Flash games, and
printable recipes, the Lunch Lab experience encourages families
to make smarter food choices while having fun. Since its launch
in November 2010, LunchLab.com has had over 2.8 million
visits and 17 million page views. Fizzy’s Lunch Lab was
nominated for a 2010 Daytime Emmy in the Children’s
“New Approaches” Category.
• Nominated for a 2010 Daytime Emmy in the
Children’s “New Approaches” Category
• 2011 Kidscreen awards Nominee

• 2D Animated Shorts • 47 x various lengths • Edu-tainment • On PBS Kids’s Website
• A CloudKid Studios and Hero 4 Hire Creative Co-Production
• Sold to Minika Turkey, Discovery Latin America, Zee Learn India
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NOTES

NOTES

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
Co-Productions: Tatiana Kober T: +1 310 428 7192 E: tatiana@bejuba.com
Sales: Emilie Pasquet T: +33 6 95 36 01 18 E: emilie@bejuba.com
WWW.BEJUBA.COM

